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Supplies:Supplies: 
• Wood tree rounds (pre-drilled for hanger) 
• UNICORN SPiT Midnight's Blackness   
   and White Ning
• Clear matte-finish spray sealer 
   (non-water-based)
• Foam stamps (assorted designs of choice)
• Paintbrush (round tip is best)
• Sandpaper (fine grit)
• Flat paint tray or paper plate

Rustic Wood
Ornaments DIY

Step 1: Lightly sand the front of each wood 
round to a smooth finish. Brush away any dust.

Step 2: Apply a smooth, even coat of 
Unicorn SPiT Midnight's Blackness on the 
inside area of the round (up to the bark 
edge). Leave the bark edge natural. Allow to 
dry for approximately 30 minutes. If desired, 
apply additional coats and let dry.

Step 3: Spray the stained rounds with a light 
coat of a matte-finish spray sealer. Allow to dry 
according to manufacturer's directions. (This 
step allows an imperfect stamp to be reworked 
without removing the base coat.)

Step 4: Pour a small amount of Unicorn 
SPiT White Ning onto a paint tray/paper plate. 
Smooth it out to create an even puddle wide 
enough to accommodate the entire stamp. 
(TIP: Practice applying the paint-coated 
stamp onto a disposable work surface before 
applying to the wood round. This will enable 
you to get a feel for how much paint is needed 
to get a clean impression.) Press the paint-
coated stamp onto the center of the round 
using even pressure. Lift off the stamp straight 
up to avoid smudges. 

Paint dashes, dots or your design of choice 
around the edge. Allow the project to dry 
completely. 

Step 5: Spray the wood round with an  
additional coat of sealer. Allow to dry 
according to manufacturer's directions.

Step 6: Attach a hanger or string. Hang 
on your tree to enjoy! Paint a whole set 
and give them as gifts.
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           Clothespin Snowflakes      Rustic Wood Ornaments DIY

Click on the project bubble to download a project sheet. 
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